“It’s like living your worst nightmare” Exploring
the impact of IIOC offending on the family of
offenders
Prof. Rachel Armitage, Prof. Nadia Wager & Lucy
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Background/context
q Contact from non-offending partners/parent of
children asking for direction/support

q Significant increase in IIOC arrests
q 2009/2010 = 417 (nationally) for the year.
q 2020/2021 = 850 (nationally) a month.
q 35% of ‘knocks’ children were present.
q 298

partners/children

experience

the

knock

(and

repercussions) per month.
- 10 families a day!
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Background/context
q Agency focus has been on securing conviction;
reducing risk of suspect suicide; ensuring children
are safeguarded (from harm from suspect).
q Research has focused on non-offending partners
in terms of their role as a protective factor.
q Where offender does not receive a custodial and
where the children are not at risk, there is very
little support for the non-offending partner and
their children.
q Their needs have not been accounted for in
policy/practice/research.
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NOT A VICTIM
UNLIKELY TO RECEIVE CUSTODIAL
CHILDREN ARE SAFEGUARDED

Background/context

q Very aware of the impact on police/Children’s Services.
q This research is to help influence change, not to place
blame on any agency.
q Change in policy and practice at a national and
local level.

q

200
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This study
q Online survey completed by 126.
q 20 Semi-structured interviews.

q Research conducted in partnership with Lucy
Faithfull Foundation.

q

10 a day!
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SURVEY

Measuring PTSD
q The Impact of Events Scale-R is a clinically validated self-report
measure of post-traumatic stress symptoms (PTSS).
q Questions are worded in relation to the impact of the 'discovery of the
offence(s)’.
q The scale has three clinical cut-off points:
• 24 and 32 = subsyndromal post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
and would be considered clinically concerning.
• 34 and over = indicative of PTSD.
• 37+ = associated with the suppression of immune system
functioning.

Overview of the Survey Respondents
q 156 hits on the survey (126 completed).
q 90% of respondents were female.
q Age range 22-73 years.
q 71% were partners/ex-partners of the person committing online CSA.
q Duration since 'the knock' ranged between 4 weeks and 8 years.
q Types of offences:
• IIOC 76% (n = 93)
• Online-chat 20.5% (n = 25)
• Contact CSA 3.3% (n = 4)

Initial Impacts of the ‘Knock’

Findings - Levels of PTSD
q Mean score across all the respondents was of 45 (33+ =
PTSD).
q 9% of respondents demonstrated subsyndromal levels of
PTSD.
q 70% of the respondents reported levels of symptoms that are
indicative of a diagnosis of post-traumatic disorder.
q 65% of the respondents reported symptom levels that are
sufficient to suppress their immune system’s functioning.

Partners of offenders and PTSD (33+)
Current relationship status

Mean

No longer in a partnership and there is
no contact (n=9)

52.2

The relationship is ongoing but feels
strained (n==22)

50.2

No longer in a partnership, but have
contact due to children (n=29)

45.9

The relationship is ongoing and stronger 33.8
(n=20)

The long term impacts of the discovery of offending
Fear of media
and vigilantes

Socially
isolated/
stigmatised

Physical and
mental health

Relationships

Involvement
of child
protection
services

Trust

Financial
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Child care
arrangements

The
enormity
of the
impacts

Employment
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INTERVIEWS

RELATIONSHIP

TIME SINCE OFFENCE

GENDER

CHILDREN

OFFENCE

AGE

P1

SIBLING

3.5 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES

42

P2

FRIEND

1.5 YEARS

MALE

NO

IMAGES

73

P3

PARTNER/EX

2.5 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES

31

P4

PARTNER/EX

2.5 YEARS

MALE

NO

IMAGES & COMMUNICATION

N/K

P5

PARTNER/EX

2.5 YEARS

FEMALE

OFFENDER HAS

IMAGES

N/K

P6

PARTNER/EX

LESS THAN 1 YEAR

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES & COMMUNICATION

N/K

P7

PARTNER/EX

2 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES & COMMUNICATION

N/K

P8

PARTNER/EX

3 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES

N/K

P9

PARTNER/EX

2.5 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES & COMMUNICATION

N/K

P10

PARENT

7 YEARS

FEMALE

GRANDCHILDREN

IMAGES

70

P11

PARTNER/EX (MET POST
SENTENCE)

1.5 YEARS

FEMALE

OFFENDER HAS

IMAGES

N/K

P12

PARTNER/EX

2.5 YEARS

FEMALE

N/K

IMAGES

N/K

P13

PARENT

2 YEARS

FEMALE

GRANDCHILDREN

IMAGES

N/K

P14

PARTNER/EX

3 YEARS

FEMALE

NO

IMAGES, COMMUNICATION, CONTACT

N/K

P15

PARTNER/EX

1.5 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES

59

P16

PARTNER/EX

3 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

IMAGES

52

P17

PARTNER/EX

3 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

COMMUNICATION

53

P18

PARTNER/EX

4.5 YEARS

FEMALE

YES

N/K

N/K

P19

PARTNER/EX

LESS THAN 1 YEAR

FEMALE

NO

IMAGES

28

P20

DAUGHTER

1 year

FEMALE

NO

IMAGES

N/K

Fundamental gap in protecting families
q ‘Trauma’ associated with the ‘knock’
•
•
•
•
•

Sudden discovery of offending (impact on identity)
Loss of devices (practical)
Children witness search (associated need to explain/cover)
Parent leaves house (emotional/practical/need to explain)
Neighbours witness event (risk of community judgement)

q ‘Aftershocks’ – long term
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children’s services and ‘questioning your judgement/ability to
safeguard’ (fear of children being taken).
Police questioning (disclosure of blame).
Supervision/no access (managing/explaining).
Loss of income.
Court
Media
Disclosure
Isolation
Relocation
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The Knock

q Trauma/shock
q Witnessed by children
q What to do next
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'THE KNOCK’ - TRAUMA
“Nobody actually sat with me to give me any sort of… nothing. I was
just left with this… My partner was just a mess, broken down, crying,
remorseful, said he's sick. Personally, I feel they just dumped this
bombshell on me, and then that was it. For all they know, I could have
gone and completed suicide, and I genuinely think nobody would have
given a shit about me until that had happened. Even my partner's
mental health was basically just shoved on to me” (P14).

‘THE KNOCK’ - TRAUMA
• “I know they're very busy, I don't want to criticise the police but my
view of [XXX] Police is they were just horrendous to me, awful. They
came round that night they got the devices, they didn't talk to me.
They went through the house like a fine-toothed comb. I was just sat
in shock. They were just huffing and puffing around. It was
horrendous. They couldn't tell me why they were there, which I
understand, but I think if you're a police woman or man, surely you
show a little bit of compassion? Maybe they're just completely fed up
with their jobs and dealing with scum of the earth people, but they
were just horrible” (P17).

‘THE KNOCK’ - TRAUMA
“I don't want to sound like a victim, because I'm not, the children are
victims in this, and I said this to the policewoman. They come into the
house to do a job, but they don't care about the impact that it has on
the other people's lives. They come in, drop a bomb and walk out, and
we're left to clean that up, and that's my argument. It's so wrong,
because my mental health has dipped. If someone knocks on my door
now, I'm frightened because I'm like, 'Who's that?' I never lived like that
before this” (P5).

‘THE KNOCK’ - CHILDREN
“My daughter was here, at the time, and the knock, when the police came to
take the devices and that, was absolutely horrendous. It really, really did
affect her. She was crying, she was making noises like a wounded animal, she
was being sick. Absolutely horrendous” (P.16).
“That was quite frightening, anyway, but there were no pleasantries. You
would literally have thought that it was your crime, because they would only
talk about what needed to be talked about, so, 'Right, what devices have you
got? What devices has he used?' That sort of thing. No pleasantries, at all.
My daughter was being sick everywhere, and everything, and again, there
was no recognition of, 'My God, this is so difficult for you” (P.16).

‘THE KNOCK’ - INFORMATION/SUPPORT
“I found it hard to figure out how to Google these things. It's the shame
of having to put in these certain terms and I would think am I going to
be flagged-up somehow for this? I knew about Lucy Faithful from my
partner because he had been dealing with them and then found Stop it
Now, that's pretty much - but I wouldn't delve in too much because of
my paranoia, using search and terms, and stuff like that” (P11).

“I didn't even dare go on online to look for any help or anything. I don't
want to touch the internet. It might be doing something, I might get - so
I totally couldn't look for anything. That's how I felt (P15).

The Knock
q Trauma
‘Predictable’
Family Officers
Empathy
q

Pr

q Witnessed by children
Force policy to avoid where possible
Family Officers
q What to do next
Family pack – hard copy with links.
Referrals – ‘Family Matters’
School of Human and Health Sciences
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‘Aftershocks’

q Psychological
q Social
q Financial
q Media
q Disclosure
q Children
q Legal/court/SHPO
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‘AFTERSHOCKS’ - PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
“It's horrific, the amount that I went through, to the point of near
suicide” (P4).
“I've had some real low points and I've definitely basically relapsed into
an eating disorder that I haven't had for 20 years. That's probably my
coping mechanisms now, and I've just kind of gone, well, if that's how
I'm coping then that's how I'm coping, at least I'm getting through, but
yes, no, so I've kind of coped. Everyone's been going you're coping
amazingly, and it's like, not really, you just don't have a choice but to
cope” (P6).

‘AFTERSHOCKS’ - PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
“So, yes, the problems for me started. I was having a really rough time.
I got put on diazepam because I was feeling like things weren't real. I
was in shock. Reality just didn't feel real” (P19).
“I went on medication for anxiety because I was really losing it at the
beginning. I'm still on that now, so I take sertraline now and my GP was
really good about that and also put me on an extremely long waiting
list for a course of ten sessions of NHS therapy” (P20).

‘AFTERSHOCKS’ - PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
“Yes, God, it's been multiple. From the knock, literally my world was just wiped
from underneath me, not understanding what was happening, I had to deal with it.
My husband's mental health from that point on, he was literally an active suicide
risk as far as I was concerned because he genuinely believed my life would be better
if he just ended his life. He couldn't see a way forward. From that the continuous
limbo. Our life was on this limbo because we didn't know how long this process
was. We kept being told a milestone. We'd reach that milestone; it would then be
moved further. We're then being told you're not allowed to tell anybody. Don't talk
to anybody about it because it's an ongoing investigation. If you talk to anybody
there's a lot of stigma attached to it, so then again, you then feel like you're lying to
everybody because you're not coping, you're being told not to say anything because
then it can escalate” (P.14).

'AFTERSHOCKS’ - PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT
“It's an indescribable feeling of despair, and it comes with a lot of
emotions: shame; grief; embarrassment; association; worry; your
reputation's on the line, you worry about your home being a target.
There's a hell of a lot to process, and then on top of it, you've got to go
to work and carry on as normal, and then you're told you're not allowed
to speak to anyone. Then you've got to wait for counselling because
there's a waiting list, but yet you've got to carry on” (P.5).

‘AFTERSHOCKS’ - SOCIAL IMPACT
“One of the things that I really struggled with was isolation, because you
can't really confide in many - normally, if you've got a problem, you can
speak to somebody. Once you've told your problem, it's quite often to get
their perspective and it's really useful, but this kind of subject is so emotive
and you feel judged, so it's actually really difficult to speak to any of your
friends about it” (P1).
“No. I did confide in one very good friend because I was just so in shock that
day, and I confided in one friend and she never contacted me ever again.
She just completely, that's it, she never contacted me ever again when I told
her what had happened. She just went, and I know I'll never hear from here
ever again” (P17).

‘AFTERSHOCKS’ - SOCIAL IMPACT
“It was completely isolating, it was horrendous for my kids. They were
too young to know what was going on, but it was just like, 'Oh, can ***
come home to play?' and I was like, 'Oh no, let's all go to the park.' So
it's really isolating. I can’t explain how lonely that place is” (P1).

‘AFTERSHOCKS’ - SOCIAL IMPACT
“You are generally quite lost in the first couple of weeks and months, because
your whole world has just been, to the core, ripped apart. The one person
that actually is - weirdly, the one person that is actually trying to help you, or
trying to give you that support bubble and make everything okay, is the very
person who has destroyed it, because they are looking for the same thing”
(P4).
“I know this is going to sound a bit weird, but when I found out, there was
always that element that actually I still loved him. You can't unlove someone
overnight, it's impossible. I've tried it. You just can't. I loved the person that I
had before that day. The day after is someone completely different” (P4).

‘Aftershocks’

q Psychological
ActsFast
Children Heard & Seen
q Social
Lucy Faithful Friends and Family Forum
Safer Lives peer-to-peer support group
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A search warrant for indecent images being carried out
within a family home is an
unexpected life-changing event
LUCY ROBERTS
Visiting Research Fellow at Anglian Ruskin University
lucy.roberts@aru.ac.uk
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Acknowledging it was a TRAUMA event
• Surreal experience
• Couldn’t remember the name or appearance of the officer
• Remember moments with the intensity of a flashback
• Fight or flight response at every knock on the door
• Waking in the middle of the night thinking my children are in danger
• My world imploded
• The glasses I couldn’t give back
@researchisace

On reflection….
•

On reflection there were warning signs BUT many other interpretations are
fundamentally more rational to an average person (whose rose-tinted glasses around
CSA are intact) than IIOC being part of the equation:

•
•
•

Staying up late on his computer = work deadlines
Use of pornography = personal preference
Sleeping in a separate room & lack of intimacy = relationship going through a rough
patch
Excess phone use & secretive = probably having an affair
Being moody & wanting to be by himself = depression or anxiety
Not coming to kids’ parties/events = lazy father
Change in alcohol or drug use = unhealthy addiction response to stress

•
•
•
•
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2nd offences when the children are still underage
• Search warrants less likely to be carried out in a family home
• Police potentially not controlling communication around safeguarding
• Shock still a factor

q

200
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Key points
• Police do their job well and it is still a trauma event for families
• It is possible to have absolutely NO IDEA about the abhorrent online behaviour
happening in your own home – the shock is real
• Minimising, denial and disassociation are defence mechanisms to news which challenges
multiple core beliefs at once
• Ramifications come in waves in the months and years following the search warrant –
trauma triggers throughout the judicial process and beyond
• Families are not considered victims so NO support available to make sense of living life
as a close associate of a sex offender (albeit online)
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Recap
1. Recognition of the impact
families, particularly children.

on

2. This is a predictable trauma
3. The impacts
ongoing.

are

multiple

and

4. Gaps in services/provision.
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Thank you!
Any questions?
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